CAC Kids at Cosmeston
13th July 2014
We set off from a drizzly Bristol to the sunshine that is Wales in search of everything medieval,
arriving at Cosmeston with just enough time to spare for a coffee and a bacon sandwich.
The roots of Cosmeston are found in the 11th century. William (the Conqueror) gave land to his lords
along the Welsh border with a view to keeping the “unruly Welsh” at bay. They were encouraged to
extend their lands to the west. One such lord, Robert Fitzhamon extended his land into the Vale of
Glamorgan and granted a plot to one of his followers – the De Costentin family who gave their name
to the village – Costentinstune; the place of the Costentins.
Cosmeston is the site of the village as it was in the mid fourteenth century, the remains of which
were discovered during the development of the Cosmeston Lakes Country Park in 1978. Between
1964 and 1978 it lay beneath a municipal rubbish dump! The archaeology project was not simply
excavation but reconstruction and a phenomenal amount of work has been undertaken since 1978
to create the village we see today (used incidentally for scenes in the BBC series “Merlin”).

The village gate

The reconstruction is made to 1350, the time of Edward III, the Hundred Years War, and, as it was
called at the time, the Great Mortality – the Black Death. It is cleverly done; you can spot the
difference between the original and reconstructed walls.

The line of the original stonework is very clear

We were met at the village gate by Ross, our medieval guide for the morning and headed off to the
barn to learn about life in the village. Ross was the Reeve, the most important person in the village.
Our CAC Kids were divided into two groups; Jaimee and Sophie Shattock were freemen, George,
Hannah and Sophie Ellwood bondsmen. The enthusiasm of the latter waned as they learnt that, as
bondsman, they were owned by their lord and would have to work for him exclusively for four days
of the week. They had no rights whatsoever. The freemen had a slightly better lot, but as we would
learn, life was a little grim in the fourteenth century in comparison to the luxuries and freedoms we
enjoy today.
It soon became clear that a predominant feature of fourteenth century involved, well, poo. It was
everywhere, used in the construction of the walls, in buckets and amongst the straw in houses, in
the street and of course, in the fields. Perhaps it is best not to read this article if you are of a queasy
disposition, or about to eat.
In the barn we found a bondsman, asleep and rather poorly. He had contracted the Great Mortality.
This was not a good prognosis; it was common to wake up right as rain in the morning and be dead
by tea time.

Our Bondsmen (watch where you are putting your feet George!)

We left him to his own, probably short lived, devices and headed to the Reeve’s house. This was
most luxurious. A separate bedroom, a table laden with food, even a loo – although this was a mere
six feet from the dining table and was in no way segregated! Even the Reeve would leave the
contents of the bucket by the door until the Gong man came to collect it. Along the tour, Ross gave
us fascinating insight into the origins of modern words and phrases and we soon learnt about the
contents of the Gong man’s barrel, and how the term “up to your neck in it” came about. Ugh.
The word “gong” (as well as being the name of a particularly fine if rather eccentric band) comes
from the 11th century and means a privy, and its contents.
The Reeve also had a fireplace and pots. At night, the fire would be covered with a couvert de feu.
This would keep the embers warm until morning when the fire would relight with a puff of the

bellows without the need of striking flint. This was the origin of “curfew”. Other gems included
“kicking the bucket” and “pot luck” all from kitchen utensils and activities.
The Reeve also had an interesting square plate; you can see it in the picture below, with a small
hollow in one corner. This is where the salt was kept; seemingly you would flick the salt onto your
supper with your little finger, to prevent the salt sticking to grubby and damp pre-fork fingers. And
this is why there is a habit of holding your little finger out whilst enjoying a cup of tea.
This was a fascinating time for language; the fourteenth century saw the broader use of English as
opposed to French, Chaucer for example was writing in English. Interestingly, Chaucer was also a
renowned astronomer and astronomy crops up in a number of his poems – we may do some
research on English medieval astronomy next winter.

The Reeve’s dining table

Next stop was the bakery. We liked the bakery. At one end of the building we had all the implements
of bread making. Jaimee and Sophie got to work preparing the flour. Jaimee patiently sieving the
flour (which had to be done 16 times) and Sophie topping up her sieve. Then our master baker
George got to work mixing the flour and water to make his baker’s dozen of yummy rolls. The term
baker’s dozen of course is 13. The 13th roll is carefully watered and folded with yeast sprinkled inside
to grow overnight to use on the next batch of a dozen.

Masterchefs

But, as Ross enthusiastically reminded us, poo was everywhere, and whilst the Reeve had a special
water jug specifically for hand washing at the table, there was no evidence of the baker being
concerned about cleanliness. We didn’t try the bread!
The other side of the building was taken up by the bar. At last! Water was rarely drunk, beer and
wine was, and maybe, we thought, fourteenth century life was picking up. Our mischievous Reeve
told us about an ancient and interestingly un-repealed law that gives the consumer the right to test
the quality of his pint in any licenced establishment. This involves a special stool and the pouring of a
sample of beer upon it. The barmaid is then required to sit on the stool and on standing up again,
the quality of the ale can be determined by the amount that remains stuck to her derriere, and how
much remains on the stool. Beer on the stool, good, beer on the bottom, bad. This is, obviously an
experiment that our CAC Kids will test once we find a suitable bar wench.
We also learnt about the wool industry. Already operating on an immense scale, wool was exported
in vast quantities to Europe. In fact Bristol was the second busiest port in the country after London
at this time, selling wool from the Cotswolds to Gascony and bringing back wine.
For European tastes, the black Welsh sheep were seemingly the wrong colour and the fleeces had to
be dyed white. Guess how they did this? Wee of course. Urine would be stored for 21 days, after
which some lucky soul had the happy job of treading the fleece in urine for hours on end until the
fleece was eventually bleached bright white. More experimental for the CAC Kids to have a go at!
The plague of 1448-49 had largely passed by 1350, having wiped out a third of the English
population, and the wool industry would continue to grow, requiring much less intensive attention
than crops. Thus the creation of the English Wool Company that would help Edward III finance his
wars with France and Scotland – along with some humongous loans from Italian banks. The Italians
have clearly never recovered!
Moving quickly on we headed to Jake’s cottage. Jake was the swineherd, he shared his cottage with
his pigs and the remains of his pigs. Absolutely every part of the pig was used, the meat obviously,
skin for papyrus, even the fat was used to make candles. You can imagine the sight, the smell of all
this flesh and offal drying out in the hut, and of course all the unmentionable on the wall and floor,
of both human and porcine varieties. Trying to forget our earlier bacon sandwiches it quickly became
clear how the Great Mortality had spread so quickly through the ever increasing population of black
rats.

On the way to our final stop at the Tithe barn we passed the stocks. Here were some interesting
facts. Being placed in the stocks was not a punishment in itself, it was merely a means of holding
offenders in uncomfortable custody until such time that the Lord would come down to the village to
dispense justice. If you were unlucky and had, say, overslept the day after the lord’s visit, you could
spend a month in the stocks until the lord was next in town to decide what your actual punishment
would be!

CAC Kids awaiting their sentences

Our tour finished in the tithe barn and our bondsmen were, in an unusual display of medieval
generosity, granted their freedom. We took the opportunity to study a coin from the CAC Kids coin
collection, an Edward III half penny that would have been in circulation in 1350. The coin was small,
and we needed a magnifying glass to get a good view of Edward.

So that’s what Edward III looked like

Cosmeston Medieval Village, a picture of rural tranquillity in 1350, but imagine the smell, and the flies, and
the disease, and worst of all, bad ale.

We stayed on at Cosmeston for a picnic in the sunshine and some frisbee activity before heading
inevitably back to the Neolithic and a bit of a run around at Tinkinswood long barrow. This is an
amazing site, a 40 tonne capstone sitting atop a single chamber within which over 50 individuals
were interred.
On the north western edge is a separate cist that we interpreted as a side chamber, akin to Belas
Knap that we visited last year. Interestingly, Timothy Darvill (Long barrows of the Cotswolds, 2004)
suggests that this may be an earlier cist of a round barrow or rotunda grave. The main body of the
monument was rubble and stone, perhaps not unlike Boreland Cairn that we visited in Scotland.
It was interesting to see the candles and flowers placed upon and inside the monument together
with a small stone circle (that was decidedly less circular when the CAC Kids had finished with it)
illustrating the impact these monuments still have on people today.
After an hour or so enjoying the sunshine, we headed home, but not without first replacing the
stone circle!

Tinkinswood

This was a lovely summer outing, thanks must be extended to the folks, especially Ross, at
Cosmeston, a superb site and an excellent, entertaining and informative tour, well worth a visit.
Now, where did that Gong man go?

